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The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists is the premier public
resource on scientific and technological developments that
impact global security. Founded by Manhattan Project
Scientists, the Bulletin's iconic "Doomsday Clock" stimulates
solutions for a safer world.
The Knowledge Quiz series is a deviously simple and
effective way for students to revise for GCSE subjects. These
easy-to-use books feature tear-out quizzes to help students
memorise the body of knowledge that form the basis of
success.
Indexes the Times and its supplements.
Teaching Character and Virtue in Schools addresses the
contemporary issues of quantification and measurement in
educational settings. The authors draw on the research of the
Jubilee Centre at the University of Birmingham in order to
investigate the concern that the conventional wisdom, sound
judgement and professional discretion of teachers is being
diminished and control mistakenly given over to
administrators, policymakers and inspectors which in turn is
negatively effecting pupils’ character development. The
books calls for subject competence to be complemented by
practical wisdom and good character in teaching staff. It
posits that the constituent virtues of good character can be
learned and taught, that education is an intrinsically moral
enterprise and that character education should be intentional,
organised and reflective. The book draws on the Jubilee
Centre’s expertise in support of its claims and successfully
integrates the fields of educational studies, psychology,
sociology, philosophy and theology in its examination of
contemporary educational practices and their wider effect on
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society as a whole. It offers sample lessons as well as a
framework for character education in schools. The book
encourages the view that character education is about
helping students grasp what is ethically important and how to
act for the right reasons so that they can become more
autonomous and reflective individuals within the framework of
a democratic society. Particularly interested readers will be
educational leaders, teachers, those undertaking research in
the field of education as well as policy analysts with a keen
interest in developing the character and good sense of
learners today.
Straight A student, Cambridge graduate, teacher and former
A Level examiner Lucy Parsons gives you a complete formula
for getting the top grades every time. Starting with unlocking
your motivation and fixing your exams mindset, she guides
you through a practical system that will banish procrastination
and empower you to work towards your exams.
Many mathematicians have been drawn to mathematics
through their experience with math circles. The Berkeley Math
Circle (BMC) started in 1998 as one of the very first math
circles in the U.S. Over the last decade and a half, 100
instructors--university professors, business tycoons, high
school teachers, and more--have shared their passion for
mathematics by delivering over 800 BMC sessions on the UC
Berkeley campus every week during the school year. This
second volume of the book series is based on a dozen of
these sessions, encompassing a variety of enticing and
stimulating mathematical topics, some new and some
continuing from Volume I: from dismantling Rubik's Cube and
randomly putting it back together to solving it with the power
of group theory;from raising knot-eating machines and letting
Alexander the Great cut the Gordian Knot to breaking through
knot theory via the Jones polynomial;from entering a
seemingly hopeless infinite raffle to becoming friendly with
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multiplicative functions in the land of Dirichlet, Möbius, and
Euler;from leading an army of jumping fleas in an old problem
from the International Mathematical Olympiads to improving
our own essay-writing strategies;from searching for optimal
paths on a hot summer day to questioning whether
Archimedes was on his way to discovering trigonometry 2000
years ago Do some of these scenarios sound bizarre, having
never before been associated with mathematics?
Mathematicians love having fun while doing serious
mathematics and that love is what this book intends to share
with the reader. Whether at a beginner, an intermediate, or an
advanced level, anyone can find a place here to be provoked
to think deeply and to be inspired to create. In the interest of
fostering a greater awareness and appreciation of
mathematics and its connections to other disciplines and
everyday life, MSRI and the AMS are publishing books in the
Mathematical Circles Library series as a service to young
people, their parents and teachers, and the mathematics
profession. Titles in this series are co-published with the
Mathematical Sciences Research Institute (MSRI).

How math helps us solve the universe's deepest
mysteries One of the great insights of science is that the
universe has an underlying order. The supreme goal of
physicists is to understand this order through laws that
describe the behavior of the most basic particles and the
forces between them. For centuries, we have searched
for these laws by studying the results of experiments.
Since the 1970s, however, experiments at the world's
most powerful atom-smashers have offered few new
clues. So some of the world's leading physicists have
looked to a different source of insight: modern
mathematics. These physicists are sometimes accused
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of doing 'fairy-tale physics', unrelated to the real world.
But in The Universe Speaks in Numbers, award-winning
science writer and biographer Farmelo argues that the
physics they are doing is based squarely on the wellestablished principles of quantum theory and relativity,
and part of a tradition dating back to Isaac Newton. With
unprecedented access to some of the world's greatest
scientific minds, Farmelo offers a vivid, behind-thescenes account of the blossoming relationship between
mathematics and physics and the research that could
revolutionize our understanding of reality. A masterful
account of the some of the most groundbreaking ideas in
physics in the past four decades. The Universe Speaks
in Numbers is essential reading for anyone interested in
the quest to discover the fundamental laws of nature.
G. H. Hardy was one of this century's finest
mathematical thinkers, renowned among his
contemporaries as a 'real mathematician ... the purest of
the pure'. He was also, as C. P. Snow recounts in his
Foreword, 'unorthodox, eccentric, radical, ready to talk
about anything'. This 'apology', written in 1940 as his
mathematical powers were declining, offers a brilliant
and engaging account of mathematics as very much
more than a science; when it was first published,
Graham Greene hailed it alongside Henry James's
notebooks as 'the best account of what it was like to be a
creative artist'. C. P. Snow's Foreword gives sympathetic
and witty insights into Hardy's life, with its rich store of
anecdotes concerning his collaboration with the brilliant
Indian mathematician Ramanujan, his aphorisms and
idiosyncrasies, and his passion for cricket. This is a
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unique account of the fascination of mathematics and of
one of its most compelling exponents in modern times.
This new and updated second edition of Debates in
Mathematics Education explores the major issues that
mathematics teachers encounter in their daily lives. By
engaging with established and contemporary debates,
this volume promotes and supports critical reflection and
aims to stimulate both novice and experienced teachers
to reach informed judgements and argue their point of
view with deeper theoretical knowledge and
understanding. Divided into five accessible sections, this
book investigates and offers fresh insight into topics of
central importance in mathematics education, with this
second edition including new discussions and chapters
on: Classic and contemporary issues of pedagogy,
politics, philosophy and sociology of mathematics
education International comparisons of achievement
Digital technologies for teaching Mastery in mathematics
Pop culture and mathematics Whether mathematics can
be harmful Designed to stimulate discussion and support
you in your own research, writing and practice through
suggested questions and activities throughout, Debates
in Mathematics Education will be a valuable resource for
any student or practising teacher, and those engaged in
initial teacher education, continuing professional
development or Master's level study. This book also has
much to offer to those leading mathematics departments
in schools and initial teacher education programmes, and
to beginning doctoral students looking for a survey of the
field of mathematics education research.
This text is part of the International Series in Pure and
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Applied Mathematics. It is designed for junior, senior,
and first-year graduate students in mathematics and
engineering. This edition preserves the basic content
and style of earlier editions and includes many new and
relevant applications which are introduced early in the
text. Topics include complex numbers, analytic functions,
elementary functions, and integrals.
This survey book reviews four interrelated areas: (i) the
relevance of heuristics in problem-solving approaches –
why they are important and what research tells us about
their use; (ii) the need to characterize and foster creative
problem-solving approaches – what type of heuristics
helps learners devise and practice creative solutions; (iii)
the importance that learners formulate and pursue their
own problems; and iv) the role played by the use of both
multiple-purpose and ad hoc mathematical action types
of technologies in problem-solving contexts – what ways
of reasoning learners construct when they rely on the
use of digital technologies, and how technology and
technology approaches can be reconciled.
Mastery in Primary Mathematics contains clear, practical
guidance for both teachers and leaders on how to
implement a mastery approach in the classroom that
transcends any particular context, school type or scheme
currently being used. Filled with research-based
evidence, case studies and concrete examples of
teaching for mastery used successfully, this is the ideal
toolkit to implementing a mastery approach across a
school, regardless of expertise. Moulding pupils into
confident and successful mathematicians is one of the
most important jobs of a primary school. It can also be
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one of the most difficult. Teaching for mastery gives
pupils the best possible understanding of mathematics
and implementing it involves a two-pronged approach:
mastery must be embedded in the classroom, but will
only work with the full support of the school's leadership
team. Based on educational research and school case
studies, Mastery in Primary Mathematics gives practical
advice on introducing and sustaining teaching for
mastery, with sections for both class teachers and school
leaders. In this must-have guide, Tom Garry, NCETM
Maths Mastery Specialist Teacher, covers the areas of
variation theory, mathematical reasoning and the use of
correct mathematical language, and equips leaders with
the necessary tools to make the mastery approach work
across a school. With a view to planning at three levels –
curricular, unit and lesson – in order to fully arm
educators with the means to plan effectively, Tom draws
on cognitive science as current developments in this field
are crucial to understanding how children learn.
Indefatigable patriot, seasoned soldier, incomparable
orator, and, with Franklin Delano Roosevelt, leader of
men --Winston Churchill's greatness in the allies'
triumphant victory in World War ii is undisputed. yet, of
his many unique qualities, Churchill's enduring legacy is
attributable at least in equal part to his unshakeable
fascination for the science of war. Churchill's War Lab
reveals how Churchill's passion for military history, his
inimitable leadership style, and his dedicated support of
radical ideas would lead to new technologies and tactics
that would enable an allied victory. no war generated
more incredible theories, technical advances, and
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scientific leaps. from the development of radar and the
decoding brilliance of Bletchley Park to the study of the DDay beaches and the use of bouncing bombs, Churchill's
War Lab is an exciting new take on Churchill as a
complex, powerful, and inventive war leader.
Data science libraries, frameworks, modules, and toolkits
are great for doing data science, but they’re also a good
way to dive into the discipline without actually
understanding data science. In this book, you’ll learn
how many of the most fundamental data science tools
and algorithms work by implementing them from scratch.
If you have an aptitude for mathematics and some
programming skills, author Joel Grus will help you get
comfortable with the math and statistics at the core of
data science, and with hacking skills you need to get
started as a data scientist. Today’s messy glut of data
holds answers to questions no one’s even thought to
ask. This book provides you with the know-how to dig
those answers out. Get a crash course in Python Learn
the basics of linear algebra, statistics, and
probability—and understand how and when they're used
in data science Collect, explore, clean, munge, and
manipulate data Dive into the fundamentals of machine
learning Implement models such as k-nearest Neighbors,
Naive Bayes, linear and logistic regression, decision
trees, neural networks, and clustering Explore
recommender systems, natural language processing,
network analysis, MapReduce, and databases
Wow! This is a powerful book that addresses a longstanding elephant in the mathematics room. Many
people learning math ask ``Why is math so hard for me
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while everyone else understands it?'' and ``Am I good
enough to succeed in math?'' In answering these
questions the book shares personal stories from many
now-accomplished mathematicians affirming that ``You
are not alone; math is hard for everyone'' and ``Yes; you
are good enough.'' Along the way the book addresses
other issues such as biases and prejudices that
mathematicians encounter, and it provides inspiration
and emotional support for mathematicians ranging from
the experienced professor to the struggling mathematics
student. --Michael Dorff, MAA President This book is a
remarkable collection of personal reflections on what it
means to be, and to become, a mathematician. Each
story reveals a unique and refreshing understanding of
the barriers erected by our cultural focus on ``math is
hard.'' Indeed, mathematics is hard, and so are many
other things--as Stephen Kennedy points out in his
cogent introduction. This collection of essays offers
inspiration to students of mathematics and to
mathematicians at every career stage. --Jill Pipher, AMS
President This book is published in cooperation with the
Mathematical Association of America.
An exciting textbook for students and teachers of the
International Baccalaureate Diploma.
Though it incorporates much new material, this new
edition preserves the general character of the book in
providing a collection of solutions of the equations of
diffusion and describing how these solutions may be
obtained.
In this "provocative" book (New York Times), a
contrarian physicist argues that her field's modern
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obsession with beauty has given us wonderful math but
bad science. Whether pondering black holes or
predicting discoveries at CERN, physicists believe the
best theories are beautiful, natural, and elegant, and this
standard separates popular theories from disposable
ones. This is why, Sabine Hossenfelder argues, we have
not seen a major breakthrough in the foundations of
physics for more than four decades. The belief in beauty
has become so dogmatic that it now conflicts with
scientific objectivity: observation has been unable to
confirm mindboggling theories, like supersymmetry or
grand unification, invented by physicists based on
aesthetic criteria. Worse, these "too good to not be true"
theories are actually untestable and they have left the
field in a cul-de-sac. To escape, physicists must rethink
their methods. Only by embracing reality as it is can
science discover the truth.

Creative Lives and Works: Frank Kermode, George
Steiner, Gillian Beer and Christopher Ricks is a
collection of interviews conducted by one of
England’s leading social anthropologists and
historians, Professor Alan Macfarlane. Filmed over a
period of 40 years, the four conversations in this
volume, are part of a larger set of interviews that cut
across various disciplines, from the social sciences,
the sciences and to even the performing and visual
arts. The current volume on four of England’s
foremost literary critics is the first in the series of
several such books. Sir Frank Kermode, in James S.
Shapiro’s (Professor of English and Comparative
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Literature at Columbia University who specializes in
Shakespeare and the Early Modern period) words is,
‘the best living reader of Shakespeare anywhere,
hands down’, George Steiner, in an article in The
Guardian is described as a ‘polyglot and polymath’,
Gillian Beer is quoted in The Guardian as saying, ‘I
am historical remnant of free education: I was
carried through by the state’, and W.H. Auden, one
of the greatest 20th century poets, described Sir
Christopher Ricks as ‘exactly the kind of critic every
poet dreams of finding’. Immensely riveting as
conversations, this collection takes one into the
exciting world of literary criticism. The book will be of
enormous value to those interested in Literature,
History and Culture Studies. Please note: This title is
co-published with Social Science Press, New Delhi.
Taylor & Francis does not sell or distribute the
Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan,
Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
Please note this title is suitable for any student
studying: Exam Board: AQA Level: GCSE Subject:
Mathematics First teaching: September 2015 First
exams: June 2017 AQA GCSE Maths, Higher
Student Book has been approved by AQA and
specially written by a team of maths experts for the
Higher tier of AQA's 2015 GCSE specification.
Designed to fully support the new style of
assessment, the book adopts a clear style to focus
on delivering exam success via the careful
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development of fluency and problem solving
practice. Powered by MyMaths the book links
directly to the ever popular web site offering students
a further source of appropriate support.
Our brand-new resources are written specifically to
tackle the demands of the GCSE (9-1) Maths.
This internationally renowned guide to basic
arithmetic for nursing students has been completely
revised and updated for a new generation of
readers. Now entering its ninth edition, Nursing
Calculations comes with a quick-reference card fits
in the pocket to remind readers of essential formulae
and AN ON-LINE PROGRAM TO ALLOW
FURTHER SELF-TESTING VIA THE USE OF
COMPUTERS AND MOBILE DEVICES. Over
200,000 copies sold since publication! Initial selftesting chapter allows readers to identify and
address areas of difficulty before moving onto
practical examples ‘Important Boxes’ highlight
potential pitfalls for the reader Special section on
paediatrics covers medication calculations relating to
body weight and body surface area Contains
glossary and useful abbreviations Brings together
basic math skills and clinical examples to prepare
readers for real life drug calculations Quickreference card fits in the pocket and remind readers
of essential formulae Questions have been revised
and updated when necessary to reflect current
practice New material includes the use of medication
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charts in questions that involve medication labels
Additional worked examples facilitate understanding
of the 24-hour clock Contains a new revision chapter
to help consolidate learning NOW COMES WITH AN
ON-LINE PROGRAM TO ALLOW FURTHER SELFTESTING VIA THE USE OF MOBILE DEVICES!
The mysterious life and career of Desmond Morton,
Intelligence officer and personal adviser to Winston
Churchill during the Second World War, is exposed
for the first time in this study based on full access to
official records. After distinguished service as
artillery officer and aide-de-camp to General Haig
during the First World War, Morton worked for the
Secret Intelligence Service from 1919-1934, and the
fortunes of SIS in the interwar years are described
here in unprecedented detail. As Director of the
Industrial Intelligence Centre in the 1930s, Morton’s
warnings of Germany’s military and industrial
preparations for war were widely read in Whitehall,
though they failed to accelerate British rearmament
as much as Morton - and Churchill - considered
imperative. Morton had met Churchill on the Western
Front in 1916 and supported him throughout the
‘wilderness years’, moving to Downing Street as the
Prime Minister’s Intelligence adviser in May 1940.
There he remained in a liaison role, with the
Intelligence Agencies and with Allied resistance
authorities, until the end of the war, when he became
a ‘troubleshooter’ for the Treasury in a series of
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tricky international assignments. Throughout
Morton’s career, myth, rumour and deliberate
obfuscation have created a misleading picture of his
role and influence. This book shines a light into
many hitherto shadowy corners of British history in
the first half of the twentieth century. This book will
be of great interest to scholars and informed lay
readers with an interest in the Second World War,
intelligence studies and the life of Winston Churchill.
This book will help those wishing to teach a course
in technical writing, or who wish to write themselves.
British Books in PrintKnowledge QuizFoundation
MathsKnowledge Quiz series
Now in a new Fourth Edition, Psychiatry remains the
leading reference on all aspects of the current practice
and latest developments in psychiatry. From an
international team of recognised expert editors and
contributors, Psychiatry provides a truly comprehensive
overview of the entire field of psychiatry in 132 chapters
across two volumes. It includes two new sections, on
psychosomatic medicine and collaborative care, and on
emergency psychiatry, and compares Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual (DSM-5) and International
Classification of Diseases (ICD10) classifications for
every psychiatric disorder. Psychiatry, Fourth Edition is
an essential reference for psychiatrists in clinical practice
and clinical research, residents in training, and for all
those involved in the treatment psychiatric disorders.
Includes a a companion website at
www.tasmanpsychiatry.com featuring PDFs of each
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